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Specifications  
Bluetooth Speaker Version: V3.0  
Frequency: 2.4 GHz  
Rated Power: 3W  
Signal-To-Noise: >82dB  
Voltage for Working: 3.7V  
Voltage for Charging: 5VDC  
Volume: 1-98  
Range: About the wooden playing Music: Playing music about the voice (as the volume of voice)  
Throu Cut: About 6m  
Parts of Bluetooth Speaker  
Charging Rechargeable battery is built-in Bluetooth Speaker  
Battery Bluetooth speaker is 100% charged is suggested before initial using  
2. Insert the plug of charge to the charging hole of Bluetooth Speaker, and then have the charge combined to power AC or PC  
3. The indicator light will be on a charging status, and the indicator light will be off after finishing  
*Only the change with 5VDC or USB for computer can be used*  
Bluetooth Speaker Turned on  
1. Make sure the battery with 100% charge store  
2. Pair the Bluetooth speaker with mobile phone or PC which Bluetooth is on  
Indicator Light  
State of Bluetooth Speaker  
State of Indicator Light  
The steady  
Blue Flash  
Charge  
Red  
Full charge  
Red off  
TF Card Model  
Blue with slow flash [just for Bluetooth Speaker with TF Card Mode]  
Pair Bluetooth Speaker with Mobile Phone  
1. Be sure the Bluetooth Speaker is on.  
2. Turn on the Bluetooth of mobile phone and search the device with Bluetooth, then the match name with "bluetoothifier" is chosen. Click the "pair" and "pair successfully" will be announced.  
How To Use the Bluetooth Speaker  
1. "M" Button: Press the button for 3 seconds as the function of hand gesture-recognize is implied "off". If it will next song of first left is in content, it will be the last song. That then down to up status for "Pause", of course, that from up to down is "Play".  
2. "M" Button: Transfer modes (Bluetooth Mode/TF Card Mode) Line-in Mode is just to be pressed for a short time. Bluetooth Mode"to "TF Card mode" will be automatically transferred to TF Card mode, the Line- in Mode will be on when line is combined.  
A. Volume Bounce: Touch "up" is for "Volume down", "up" is for "Volume Up" (Transferring Between Chinese and English for this button name time 3 second pressing)  
B. Call end: the button is for "Pause" or "Play" when it is pressed for a short time. When call is on, it is also for "Call" hang up.Long press is for "off"  
C. Resetting: The range is 1m from outside of Line in to resetting key inside round hole of Line in plug base  
Remarks with using Bluetooth Speaker  
1. The function time in 1.5s when the function of hand gesture-recognize is effective.  
2. The best range is 10m if you have a call with Bluetooth Speaker.  
Frequent Questions  
Is there same noise?  
It is an open area that where Bluetooth protocol is effective. It is 1m that there are no obstacles. Besides, human body is the largest obstacle for Bluetooth, we suggest the Bluetooth speaker is placed on open area to get a better efficiency.  
Is there no voice?  
1. Please make sure the Bluetooth speaker is on and in full charge status.  
2. Please be sure the Bluetooth speaker and mobile phone paired successfully.  
3. Please be sure the Bluetooth speaker and mobile phone paired successfully, first. Please take the Bluetooth menu of mobile as a reference or turn on the power once more. (Please read to Pair Bluetooth Speaker and Mobile Phone)  
Bluetooth speaker can't be paired successfully with mobile phone?  
1. Please make sure the Bluetooth speaker is on and in full charge status.  
2. Please be sure the Bluetooth speaker and mobile phone paired successfully.  
3. Please make sure Bluetooth of mobile phone is on. More details, Please read the Instructions for mobile phone.  
4. Please keep it inside 1m between Bluetooth speaker and mobile phone. No obstacle as the wall or any electromagnets.  
Remarks  
1. Don't put the Bluetooth speaker on the supplementary restrains system in car. It may result in heavy hurt of the supplementary restrains system pop-up.  
2. Caution on the children playing Bluetooth speaker, as the little part may make the children choke if the children eat it.  
3. Please attention when you get a specialized place as hospital or blessing silver or potential blasting. Maybe you will be requested turn the electronics and wireless devices off.  
4. Please make sure Bluetooth speakers off before taking a flight.  
5. Please make an appropriate volume to protect your ears.  
6. Please don't try to apply any pieces of Bluetooth speaker by yourself.  
7. Please keep the Bluetooth speaker in a dry environment.  
8. Don't use lithium ion the Bluetooth speaker when it is in charging. Survive the change from Bluetooth speaker and close behind.  
9. Please don't force to open the built-in battery of the Bluetooth Speaker.  
Maintenance  
1. Turn the Bluetooth speaker off when it is put into bag. If not, the mobile phone will call someone in fault.  
2. Don't make the Bluetooth speaker touch something wet as liquid, moisture, rain, mist since the Speaker was water-proof.  
3. Keep the Bluetooth speaker with something nutritious  
4. Don't expose the Bluetooth speaker to high low temperature conditions.  
5. Don’t make the Bluetooth speaker in sunshine for a long time.  
6. The Bluetooth speaker should be close to serene.  
7. Don’t abandon the Bluetooth speaker into fire as it will result in a blast.  
8. Don’t use playing music with the Bluetooth speaker touch something about the damage.  
9. Don’t make the Bluetooth speaker touch anything, maybe it will hurt the internal parts.  
10. Don’t try to open the Bluetooth speaker because there is no amended ports include.  
11. Keep the Bluetooth speaker in a dry condition if it is usual for a long time please takes it change every month to prolong the battery.  
12. Don’t change the Bluetooth speaker in a high or low temperature.  
13. Don’t abandon the Bluetooth speaker to harmful rubbishes. It should be abandoned according to rules.  
Built-in Battery  
1. Don’t try to replace the battery of Bluetooth Speaker, because the battery is built-in and not be replaced.  
2. Please change the battery according to the instructions attached.